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Assume r > 3 is a positive integer and let F be a field in which r! # 0. By 
investigating the notion of formal multiplication of forms over F we are able 
to show that there exist indecomposable symmetric spaces of degree r over F 
of all positive dimensions. In particular we show that all nonzero monomial 
forms of degree r over F are indecomposable, and we state necessary and 
sufficient conditions for two monomial forms to be equivalent over F. It is a 
pleasure to thank Professor D. K. Harrison for his helpful suggestions during 
several private conversations and for allowing me access to an early version 
of [2]. 
PRODUCTS OF SYMMETRIC FORMS 
To fix our notation we recall some classical results and definitions. If  
p > 2 is a positive integer and F is a field in which p! # 0 we write 
(V, 0) E Sp,p in case V with 0 is a symmetric space of degree p over F. Then 
V is a finite dimensional F-vector space and 8: )(p V -+ F is symmetric and 
p-linear. I f  (V, 0) E SpFp, then x 1 y  (or x ley) means 0(x, y, vs ,..., v,) = 0 
for all zJ3 ,..., v,~V.IfXCV,thenX-L={v~V~v~~forallx~X}.We 
write V = A 1 B and call A and B direct summands of V in case V is the 
vector space direct sum of A and B and A Z BL, B C Al. Rad(V, 0) = V-’ is 
always a direct summand of V. (V, 0) is called nondegenerate in case 
Rad(V, 0) = 0, indecomposable in case V = A J- B implies either A = 0 or 
B = 0. For (V, 8), (U, I/) E SpFp, (V, 8) N (U, #) means there exists a 
bijective F-linear transformation from V onto U with $(f(z&.,f(v,)) = 
eh ,..., vO) for all z+ ,..., vP E V. The set of forms in the variables X, ,..., X, 
of degree p over F is denoted F[X, ,..., X,], . Recall thatf, g eFIXl ,...,X,], 
are called equivalent (f zg) in case there exists (J e GL,(F) with 
uf = f (J&Xi ,..., ,Z’u,,XJ = g(X, ,..., X,). A classical result relating 
symmetric spaces and forms is (see, for example, DieudonnC [I]): 
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THEOREM 1. For f~ F[X, ,..., X,], and (V, 0) E Sp,p dejine f - (V, 0) 
ifl V has a basis (e, ,..., e,} with B(Zxiei ,..., Zx,e,) = f  (x1 ,..., xJ for all 
(Xl ,..., x,) E Fn. Then for each n, N is a natural one-to-one correspondence 
between equivalence classes in F[X, ,..., X,], and equivalence classes of 
n-dfimensionul spaces in Sp,l’. 
LEMMA 2. Let (V, 0) E SpFp, where p > 2 and suppose there exists a 
nonxero linear functional f  E V* such that f(v) # 0 implies VI = 0. Then 
(V, 19) is indecomposable and nondegenerate. 
Proof. Let 0 # f  E V* satisfy f(v) # 0 implies v1 = 0. Choose x E V 
with f(x) f 0 and suppose V decomposes as A 1 B. Then x = a + b for 
some a E A, b E B, and so f  (a) + f  (b) # 0. Thus at least one off (a), f  (b) is 
nonzero. Butf(u) # 0 implies B C ul = 0, andf(b) # 0 implies A Z bl = 0. 
Thus (V, 0) is indecomposable. Finally, (V, 8) is nondegenerate since 
Rad(V, 0) is a direct summand of V. 
DEFINITION. Let p, q > 2 be positive integers such that (p + q)! # 0 in 
F. Forf EFIXl ,..., &I, , g EF[X~ ,..., -Gl, definef 0 g cFIXl ,..., &+mlD+Q 
byf Og(-& ,..., Xn+m) = f(& ,..., &)~g(Xn+, ye.., Xn,,). 
A straightforward calculation using Theorem 1 verifies that if 
f - (K 0) E SP2 and g - (UP ?4 E SP$, 
then f 0 g - (V 0 U, 19 0 4) E SP:+~, where V 0 U is the vector space 
directsumV+ UandflO$:)(~(VOU)+Fisgivenby 
0 0 Wl + %,.**, vg+* + %+,I 
= (P ; q-l 1 8(Vil )..., Vin) * I& )...) l&, )..., Bill ,..*, up+*), 
where the summation is taken over all i1 ,..., & with 1 < il < ... < i, < 
p + q and where “*” means delete. 
THEOREM 3. Let p, q > 2 be positive integers such that (p + q)! # 0 in F. 
If (V, 8) E Sp,p and (U, #) E Sp$’ are nondegenerate, then 
(V 0 u, 0 0 #) E sp;+q 
is indecomposable. 
LEMMA 4 (Notation as in Theorem 3). I f  vi E V and ui E U (i = 1, 2) 
satisfy v1 + u1 -Le~Jvz + u2, then vl Isv2 and ul id u2. 
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Proof. Choose %I ,..., ziq E U with I,@~ ,..., ZQ # 0. Then 
implies 
s+ % -Leo&~2 + u2 
e Cl $+l + Ul > 02 + u2 9 v3 ,.a., VD , u; ,..., %> 
= 
( ) 
p p' 4 -l qv, , v2, 03 ,...) v,) . a&i1 ,...,zz*) = 0 
for all v3 ,..., vP E V. Thus, vr le v2 . Similarly, ur llL us . 
We now prove Theorem 3. Just suppose V 0 U decomposes non- 
trivially as A 1 B. Since for all 0 # v E V, 0 # u E U there exist 
IL@’ E U with 0 0 #(v, u, ~a’,..., vpr, u2’ ,..., u,‘) = 
I u, u2 ,..., uQ’) # 0 we may assume there exist 
U with v, + U, E A. Then Lemma 4 implies that 
for all vs + u2 E B and for all 6. ,..., I?Y= E V, ii2 ,..., e,, E 77, 
e 0 +(s + ul , v2 + u2 , ti2 ,... , ea , c2 ,..., iiq) 
= ( ) pp+*-l.{e(v,,v 2,..., qJ*#(u,,il, )...) iz,) 
Therefore for all g2 ,..., e9 E V and all ii2 ,..., gQ E U 
+ew, , vz ,..., ~~1 . U, + e(wl , ti2 ,..., tiD) a u2 , ii2 ,..., gqj = 0. 
Since both 0 and # are nondegenerate it follows that u2 = arur with a! # 0. A 
similar calculation shows v, = /3q , with ,8 # 0. Hence dim B < 1. Since 
/3vr + olur E B satisfies /3q # 0, au1 # 0; the same argument shows 
dim A < 1. Hence, both V and U are one dimensional. Thus, 
for some nonzero h EF. Let {e, , a e } be a basis of V 0 U chosen as in 
Theorem 1. Define f: V 0 U -+ F by f (xre, + x,e,) = x1 . Then a trivial 
calculation verifies that f is a nonzero linear functional on V 0 U and 
f(x) # 0 implies x 1 = 0. Hence, by Lemma 2, V 0 U is indecomposable. 
This contradiction establishes Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Let p 3 2 be a positive integer with (p + I)! # 0 in F. Let 
f EWG a..., X,], be nondegenerate. Then 
-&+I -f (-5 t..., -%a) EFK >..-> &+J,+~ 
is indecomposable. 
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The proof of Theorem 5 is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3, 
and so, will not be included here. 
Assume r 3 3 is a positive integer and let F be a field in which r! # 0. 
Then Theorems 3 and 5 imply the existence of indecomposable (I’, 0) E Sp,* 
of all positive dimensions. In particular, the forms XL-” * {cy=;’ hiXi2) are 
indecomposable provided only that {X,}i m is a sequence of nonzero scalars in F. 
Furthermore, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 6. Let f  = AX2 ..- X2 EF[X~ ,..., X&. be any nonzero 
monomial. Then f  is indecomposable and nondegenerate. 
THEOREM 7. Let fi = hlX;l ... X> and f2 = h,Xp ... X> be two nonzero 
monomials in F[X, ,..., X,], with rl 3 ..’ >, r, >, 1 and s1 2 *.* >, s, >, 1. 
Then fi N f2 i f f  ri = si for 1 < i < n and A, = adAl for some 0 # 01 E F, where 
d = g.c.d.(r, ,..., r,). 
Proof. Suppose fi N f2 . Then there exists u = (oij) E GL,(F) such that 
(1) hl(a,,X, + *‘* + o,,X,)‘l **- (u,,X, + ... + ,,,X,)‘- = h2X? *.. x2. 
By interchanging fi and f2 , if necessary, we may assume r, 3 s, . Since 
det u # 0, there exists il with ulil # 0. Equating the degrees of Xi, in the 
identity (1) yields uki = 0 for k # 1 and sl, > r1 . Thus s, > si, 3 r1 . By 
induction, ri = si foi 1 < i < n, and each row and column of (uii) has 
exactly one nonzero entry. Let d = g.c.d.(r, ,..., r,) and let ti . d = ri for 
1 < i < n. Then (1) reduces to the indentity 
(2) h,{(u,,,)“’ -.. (u,i,)t”}d x:’ -‘* x> = X,X? *.* x;. 
Therefore, &old = X2, where 0 # cz = (u@ .*. ((~,$a E F. The proof of 
the reverse implication is trivial. 
Let O(f) denote the orthogonal group off ; and for K a positive integer, 
let D,(F) denote the monomial matrices (matrices with exactly one nonzero 
entry in each row and column) in GL,(F). The argument given in the proof 
of Theorem 7 also shows the following. 
THEOREM 8. Let f  = A(nF Xi)71 .-. (JJ& X,p+l be a nonxero monomial 
in F[X, ,..., X,Jr , where r, < r2 < ..* < rt+l. Then UE O(f) $fu is of the 
form u = diag.(ul ,..., a,,,), where a, E Dkl(F), ui E Dki-k,-I(F) for i > 2, and 
n? (det ui)ri = 1. 
We remark that J. E. Schneider [3] has shown that if f  is nonsingular, 
then O(f) is finite. For F any infinite field, Theorem 8 gives examples of 
singular forms with infinite orthogonal groups. 
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